March 22, 2017

ANNOUNCEMENT
CELESTE PARTNERS WITH DAKOTA SUPPLIES TO
DISTRIBUTE THE MOPPITT™
Celeste recently partnered with Dakota Supplies to bring a new product to the aviation market. Dakota Supplies
is a new company based out of Alberta, Canada. They specialize in identifying product gaps and designing
innovative products for a variety of industries, including aviation. The President, Vaughan Payne has 30+ years of
airline and travel industry experience. He actually came up with the idea for the MOPPITT™ while
sitting on an aircraft, watching a flight attendant scrubbing the lavatory floor. Vaughan took his
idea and founded Dakota Supplies with his partner Deborah Humphries. Together they designed
and launched the MOPPITT™ dispenser and cleaning cartridges.
The MOPPITT™ is an all-in-one hands-free cleaning unit that works in conjunction
with the specially designed cleaning cartridges. Celeste will fill the cleaning
cartridges with their aircraft approved interior cleaners, specifically Interior Cleaner
Complete and Sani-Cide EX3. Although, the Sani-Cide EX3 option will not be
available until EPA registration has been obtained for the cartridge with Sani-Cide
EX3 in it. Celeste will also be the main distribution arm for Dakota Supplies to bring the
MOPPITT™ and cartridges to the global aerospace market.
Both Interior Cleaner Complete and Sani-Cide EX3 meet the Green Chemistry Standards of
Celeste. They are water-based, user and environmentally friendly, and highly effective. Both
cleaners have been thoroughly tested to ensure their full compatibility with all components on
the interior of an aircraft.
The MOPPITT™ is an innovative product that has the potential to revolutionize how
aircraft are currently cleaned. It gives the user the opportunity to effectively clean
lavatory and galley floors without ever coming in contact with the floor themselves.
This means they will no longer have to get down on their hands and knees—
touching who knows what—to get the floor clean.
The cartridges can even be used on their own to conveniently clean tray tables and galley surfaces. To add to the
convenience, the MOPPITT™ can hold 5 cartridges, so the user will be able to focus on cleaning and not on
getting more cartridges ready to go; saving time and improving turn over times. Then when they’re finished with
the MOPPITT™, the user can tuck it into its carrying bag and easily stow the lightweight unit in a bin or closet.

About Celeste
For over 60 years, Celeste Industries has blended together chemistry and creativity to bring the latest in cleaning
technologies and programs that meet the specific needs of the airline industry. Today, Celeste has a portfolio of
products that includes high performance System 38 cleaners and descalers, lavatory chemicals, degreasers,
lubricants, corrosion inhibitors, penetrants, marking products, greases, maintenance/MRO systems, interior and
exterior cleaners, disinfectants, deodorizers, hand cleaners, and potable water system solutions for the aviation
industry; all of which are unmatched in product quality and cost effective performance.
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